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Abstract—The growing popularity of applications featuring
Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) raises serious concerns
regarding the use of such a game-changing technology inside
sensitive physical spaces, e.g., memorials, hospitals, museums,
etc., such that the safety and privacy of users is preserved.
To address such concerns, we present our ongoing work for
mediating the way MAR Content, e.g., digital objects ren-
dered on top of a video stream, is generated, distributed, and
consumed by applications. We introduce a theoretical model,
a supporting framework, as well as SpaceMediator, a
proof-of-concept application implementing our approach.

1. Introduction

Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) is quickly becom-
ing a major technological trend. Recently, several futuris-
tic applications combining MAR along with Online Social
Networks (OSNs), hereafter referred as Space-Sensitive
Applications (S-Apps), have been downloaded millions of
times, encouraging major companies in the industry to ac-
tively explore and invest in the technology. Unfortunately,
new security challenges have emerged as well. First, there
is a lack of control over the physical locations where MAR
Content, e.g., digital objects on top of a video screen, can
be displayed. This controversy became noticeable with
the successful release of Pokémon GO in 2016, as it was
considered disrespectful to use such an S-App in places
such as the 9/11 Memorial in New York City [1]. Second,
the safety of users interacting with the same S-App at
the same physical location has also been affected. For
example, crowds of players were noticed throughout the
world alongside playing Pokémon GO, which resulted in
incidents such as fights and robberies [2].

In this paper, we describe our ongoing effort for
mediating the generation, distribution, and consumption of
MAR Content among simultaneous users of S-Apps, such
that the aforementioned issues can be better prevented.
We start by describing the attacks that are facilitated by
S-Apps (Sec. 2), and then present a preliminary case study
on several S-Apps available in the market (Sec. 3). Then,
we provide a description of our approach, which includes
a theoretical Content Mediation (CM) model, a run-time
supporting framework, as well as SpaceMediator, a
proof-of-concept S-App implementation (Sec. 4). Finally,
we revise future work and conclude the paper in Sec. 5.

Dr. Gail-Joon Ahn is also affiliated with Samsung Research.

2. Security and Safety Issues on S-Apps

Space Invasion. In the context of S-Apps, a Space
Owner is an individual or group of individuals with a
legitimate right to decide on the MAR Content that can be
released, e.g, generated, distributed, or consumed, within
a certain sensitive physical space1. Therefore, an Space
Invasion Attack may occur when a given S-App releases
MAR Content to users in a physical space without previ-
ous explicit authorization from the corresponding Space
Owner [3]. For example, Pokémon GO was found to be
inappropriate inside a WWII memorial [4].

Space Affectation. Similarly, the unrestricted release
of dangerous MAR Content between users of S-Apps
may result in unwanted affectations to their overall MAR
experience, and/or their personal safety [5]. As an exam-
ple, malicious users may want to place MAR Content to
lure other users into certain physical spaces, ultimately
resulting in robberies and other incidents [2].

Privacy Leak. Finally, alongside with other types of
Android applications reported in the literature, sensitive
information about one user may be disclosed to other
users without explicit consent, or users may unwillingly
share MAR Content with other users or third parties. That
may include personal data collected directly by S-Apps,
content generated as a part of MAR functionality, e.g.,
private content distributed to other users, or auxiliary data
that is relevant in the context of MAR, e.g., GPS data.

3. A Preliminary Case Study on S-Apps

Methodology. As an initial step for our study, we lo-
cated relevant S-Apps on Google Play by running a search
using the keywords augmented reality, mobile,
and multi-user. The resulting S-Apps were installed
on a Samsung S9 device running Android 10. Next, for
each S-App, we procured any usage information available
online, and set up accounts for two experimental users.
For the Space Invasion attack, we attempted to use each
of the surveyed S-Apps inside a series of physical spaces.
If such a procedure was conducted successfully without
any constraints, the attack was then deemed as possible.
For the Space Affectation attack, for each S-App we used
the first user account to generate some MAR content, and

1. The existence of a rightful ownership for a given space is assumed
beforehand and therefore is out of the scope of this work.
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TABLE 1. A PRELIMINARY CASE STUDY ON S-APPS OBTAINED FROM GOOGLE PLAY.

S-App S. Invasion S. Affectation Privacy Downloads Rating Google Play Id
Pokémon GO

√
- - 100M 4.1 com.nianticlabs.pokemongo

Jurassic World Live
√ √

- 10M 4.3 com.ludia.jw2
The Walking Dead

√
- - 5M 4.2 com.nextgames.android.ourworld

Snaappy
√ √ √

1M 4.2 com.snaappy
Color Quest AR

√
- - 1M 3.6 com.stayhealthy.colorquest

AR Real Drive
√

- - 500K 4.3 com.enteriosoft.arrealdriving
Just a Line

√
- - 500K 3.5 com.arexperiments.justaline

Weapon AR Simulator
√ √

- 100K 3.9 com.odvgroup.weaponarcamerathreedsimulator
WallaMe

√ √ √
100K 3.6 com.wallame

RealTag
√ √

- 100K 3.6 com.arfps.android
vTime XR

√ √ √
100K 3.5 net.vtime.cardboard

Real Note
√ √ √

50K 3.4 one.realnote.app
AnibeaR

√ √ √
10K 3.7 com.anipen.anibearar

MARK
√ √

- 1K 3.8 com.psst.app

later switched to the other user account and attempted
to access the same content again. If such access was
possible, e.g, visualizing a MAR digital object, the attack
was deemed as possible. Finally, for the Privacy Leak
attack, we looked for how sensible data, e.g., names and
location, was collected from the first user account and
distributed by the S-Apps to the second user account. If
such release was possible without requiring any previous
authorization, the attack was deemed as possible.

Results. As shown in Table 1, all surveyed S-Apps
were found to be vulnerable to the Space Invasion at-
tack, as they can be used in any physical space without
any noticeable restrictions. The social media apps (e.g.,
WallaMe, Real Note, Snaappy, AnibeaR, and MARK)
were vulnerable to Space Affectation, as there was no
control of where MAR content could be placed or shared,
and it could even be considered intrusive, which could
potentially disrupt the users’ experience. As an example,
one of the surveyed S-Apps gives users the ability to
save public messages using MAR digital objects on a
physical location. Since there is no regulation over these
messages, based on the usage description such a content
could be even considered digital graffiti. Finally, some
applications exhibited Privacy Leaks within them. For
example, without a previous warning one of the surveyed
S-App showed the user’s current location.

4. Our Approach: Policy-Governed S-Apps

To prevent the attacks discussed on Sec. 2, Space
Owners and Users are allowed to specify their preferences
with respect to the generation, distribution, and consump-
tion of MAR Content inside physical spaces, resulting in
so-called Policy-Governed S-Apps, which observe such
preferences to mediate the release of MAR Content at
run-time. An example featuring Fig. 1 goes as follows:

(1) Policy Creation: User1 starts by creating a policy
limiting the MAR Content that will be released by S-
Apps to anyone who enters the protected sensitive space.
Policies are in turn specified using a large variety of
security-relevant information modeled as Attributes [3],
e.g., S-App name (id), user age, time frame, type of
content, Android API level, etc. For example, foxes may
be released only to users over 18 years of age.

(2) Protected Space Entry: When User2 reaches a
protected space, a policy evaluation request is sent to our
supporting framework, to determine how the S-App should

Figure 1. Policy-Governed S-Apps for Mediating MAR Content.

operate, e.g., if MAR Content should be released or not.
Such requests are automatically generated, and they take
into account any relevant information that could have been
specified in a policy, e.g., values for the attributes listed in
the policy. Outside of these zones S-Apps are unregulated.

(3) MAR Content Mediation: After processing the
request evaluation, a decision is sent back to the S-App,
which will then enforce it accordingly. This way, User2
will only be granted authorized functionality. For example,
following Fig. 1, if User2 is 16 years old then the S-App
would not be allowed to distribute MAR Content such as
foxes, but cats may be granted instead.

4.1. A Theoretical Content Mediation Model

Our approach for Policy-Governed S-Apps relies on a
precise description of how Entities: Users, Space Owners,
Protected Spaces, and Providers of S-Apps, e.g., compa-
nies and developers, interact with each other for releasing
MAR Content. To this end, we are developing a theoretical
Content Mediation (CM) model, graphically shown in
Fig. 2, which is formulated in First-Order Predicate Logic
and defines under what circumstances the attacks de-
scribed in Sec. 2 may take place, based on the following:

Functionalities. Initially, our CM model defines a
series of Functionalities that are relevant in the context
of S-Apps. For instance, the predicate Generates(U,
C, P) denotes the case when a User U generates MAR
Content C and uploads it to the infrastructure of Provider
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Figure 2. A Content Mediation Model for S-Apps.

P. Also, the predicate IsPhysicallyAt(U, S) de-
notes the case when a User U is located inside Space S.

Modes of Interaction. Also, our CM Model defines
the way Entities and Functionalities are related to each
other in the context of S-Apps. As an example, the pred-
icate User-Provider-User (U1, C, P, U2, S)
denotes an interaction in which a User U1 generates MAR
Content labeled as C, which is then uploaded to a Provider
P, and later distributed to another User labeled as U2 in
the context of a Protected Space S. More specifically:

Generates(U1, C, P),
Distributes(P, C, U2),
IsPhysicallyAt(U2, S),
RendersAt(C, P, S)

User-Provider-User(U1, C, P, U2, S)

Authorization. In our CM model, policies restrict-
ing MAR Content are defined by means of a series of
predicates relating Entities, Spaces, and Attributes. For
instance, the predicate Authorizes(U1,U2,C,S,P)
denotes the case when User U1 has authorized the dis-
tribution of MAR Content C to User U2, which is carried
out by Provider P under the context of the Space S.

Attacks. Finally, our CM model defines attacks
as modes of interaction between entities for whom
authorization has not been granted. For instance, the
predicate Space-Affectation(U2, C, U1, P,
S, SO), denotes the case when MAR Content C,
generated by User U1, is distributed to User U1 in an
unauthorized way by Provider P over Space S, which in
turn is managed by Space Owner SO. More specifically:

User-Provider-User(U1, C, P, U2, S),
Authorizes(SO,U1,C,S,P),
Authorizes(SO,U2,C,S,P),
!Authorizes(U1,U2,C,S,P)

Space-Affectation(U2, C, U1, P, S, SO)

4.2. Implementing a Proof-of-Concept S-App

We are developing a proof-of-concept S-App called
SpaceMediator, shown in Fig. 3, which is inspired
on Pokémon GO and other gaming S-Apps in which
users are encouraged to explore their surroundings, en-
countering MAR objects to interact with and capture.

Figure 3. SpaceMediator: A Proof-of-Concept S-App.

SpaceMediator allows for Space Owners and Users
to easily create a content mediation policy for a specific
location. Once a policy has been created, policy evaluation
requests are issued for every user that enters the specified
zone. MAR objects are generated with the Google AR-
Core API. Policies and requests are written in the XACML
3.0 language by means of the AT&T’s OASIS API.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Despite their increasing popularity, S-Apps facilitate
the deployment of attacks that may harm the MAR ex-
perience of users and may even affect their personal
safety and well-being. To alleviate this, we are actively
working towards an approach for Policy-Governed S-
Apps, which can restrict the release of MAR Content
depending on user-specified mediation policies. Our next
steps include a comprehensive user study featuring our
SpaceMediator S-App, a set of template policies, and
a series of realistic scenarios that can assist us to better
elucidate the advantages and limitations of our approach.
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